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Objective/Learning Target: 
Students will learn about different power tools used for 
fastening and finishing and how to use them properly. 



Power Tools for finishing and fastening
What You Now Know

-How to safely and effectively operate some power tools

-The importance of safety when operating power tools

What You Will Know

-Which power tools to use during fastening and finishing processes

-How to safely and effectively operate common finishing and

fastening power tools
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Introduction to Power tools
-Driven by electric motors, batteries, or compressed air
-Corded or cordless
-Proper safety procedures must be followed
-Appropriate PPE must be worn

-Never use any power tool without proper training.
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Power tool safety
Avoiding Electric Shock

-Any exposure to electric shock can be dangerous.
-Nearly all shocks can be avoided.
-Some tools are double insulated—two-pronged plug.
-Some have a ground wire on the inside of the tool—three-pronged plug.
-Avoid using power tools in damp places.
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Power Tool safety Continued
Safety Tags
Do not put tools that need repair back on the shelf.
Mark defective tools with a tag.
― List what is wrong with the tool.
― Write “Do Not Use” on the tag.
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Power Drill
Rotates a bit at a high rate of speed
Used to create holes and to prevent materials from splitting

Corded or battery powered

Many have variable speed settings

D-shaped or L-shaped handles

Different sized chucks

Different drill bits:
Twist bit

Spade bit
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screw gun
-Used to install screws
-Interchangeable tips
-Shaft can rotate clockwise or counter-clockwise
-Adjustable nose cone
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pneumatic nail gun
-Uses air pressure to drive nails
-Pressure supplied by an electric compressor or pump
-Foot is a safety catch
-Two types: framing and finishing
-Nail guns load differently according to the design of the manufacturer
-Disconnect hose before loading the nails
-Dual-action system
-Sequential trip system
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Belt sander
-Make sure the belt is in good working order.

-Use a sander with a dust-collection system, when possible.
-Make sure the sander is off before connecting it to the power source.

-Keep body parts, clothing, hair, and jewelry clear of the moving belt.
  -Make sure the power cord is clear of work.

-Check the plug for damage.
-Always wear a dust mask.

-Always wear eye protection. 10


